The RSC met on Sunday August 10, 2014 at the Church of the Atonement,
36 Court Street Westfield, Ma 01085

*Octobers RSC will be hosted by NEMA, I have not received an exact address yet; I will e-mail
everyone as soon as I receive the information.

ANOUNCMENTS
SEMA will be having a convention in October of 2015

RSC
Dave P. opened the RSC on Sunday August 10, 2014 at 11:00am with the serenity prayer and a collective
reading of the 12 traditions and 12 concepts; 7&8 were read in their entirety. 8 area’s were in
attendance: Central Mass, Free Spirit, Greater Providence, Martha’s Vineyard, NEMA, Pioneer Valley,
SEMA and South Shore. The previous RSC minutes were accepted.

SUBCOMITTEE REPORTS
CHAIR- no official report. Dan immediately brought up the misappropriated funds. Following the July 23
DOB meeting Dave has tried to contact the member who has possession of the RSC archives, this is same
person who misappropriated the funds.

Q: What are we planning on doing about retrieving the archives?
A: We are open to suggestions
Q: Do we get an invoice for a storage until, do we have a key?
A: No we do store them at a public storage, the archives are stored at the individual’s office.
*it was suggested that we use a public storage rather than with any one individual.
Q: Do we know what the inventory is?
A: NO
*A cash register, banners and a few other things are being held by Dave P.

Q: What is the resolution to this?
A: Really don’t know right now
*police report includes that this person has our archives, lap top and merchandise and it is part of the
investigation. Maryanne will be in contact with the detectives Monday and find out what can happen
and e-mail Dave P.

VICE CHAIR- no report

SECRETARY-no report

OPENING BALANCE/TREASURER- Treasurer’s Report – August 2014
The finance committee met in Westfield, MA on August 9, 2014.
Dan H – Finance Committee Member @ Large • Tom M – RSC Asst. Treasurer & later 2• James P – RSC Treasurer
th

On June 20 the Former Treasurer, Current Treasurer, Assistant Treasurer, and Finance Committee Member @
Large met and at that meeting, we did an in-depth turnover of the books and finalized the details of closing the
Santander (sovereign) Account as well as a cleaning up of the set-asides, and prudent reserve accounts.
Taxes– There is one outstanding filing for RI sales/use tax $0 which Tom M. is taking care of. It has also come to my
attention that the CPA has turned over her business to a new entity and I will be securing the new information and
forwarding
Money Matters




Since I had duties in the BOD meeting, after reconciling bank statements from May, June, and July there
were no discrepancies noted for the time periods the Assistant Treasurer performed the duties of the
treasurer, Thank you Tom, for your hard work and dedication.
We discovered and corrected two transactions that has been mis-posted – one involving a bank service
fee, and the other regarding a EFT tax payment (both transactions were on the now closed Santander
Account.

We have opportunities to serve on the finance committee: Chair, and At-Large members needed!
Meeting was closed at 4:25pm

In Loving Service, James P. 617-314-4048

Opening balance:

$4,004.46

Prudent reserve:

$2,793.88

RD/RDA:

$4,765.78

Travel reimbursement: $500.00
Insurance:

$1,208.00

Q: What is “turning over CPA”?
A: The CPA we were using has retired and has recommended a new CPA for us to use.
*The Martha’s Vineyard area uses this new CPA and has had a great experience

ACTIVITIES-no report; position open

FELLOWSHIP DEVELOPMENT-Met on Saturday, had a great workshop on the 3rd tradition. Planning on
having an October workshop at Saturday’s RSC subcommittee meetings

Q: What time will the workshop be?
A: It is up to the hosting area/ *could the hosting area please include time of workshop on flyer.

Q: Will tradition 4 be next?
A: It is up to the hosting area/ the area will be asked what it would like to do; if it is a tradition workshop
it will be discussed which tradition it will be on.

*Kevin is willing to come to your area for workshops

H&I- not present/no report

INSURANCE-Since June 1st have gotten 7 binders.

8/10/2014
Boston

# of Meetings
64

Percentage
0.1192

Expenses
$3,620.00

Bill to Area
$431.50

Cape Cod
Central Mass
Free Spirit
GPA
MVA
Metro West
Nantuckett
NEMA
Pioneer
Valley
SEMA
South Shore
Western Mass
TOTAL

38
67
18
45
7
39
7
112

0.0708
0.1248
0.0335
0.0838
0.0130
0.0726
0.0130
0.2086

$3,620.00
$3,620.00
$3,620.00
$3,620.00
$3,620.00
$3,620.00
$3,620.00
$3,620.00

$256.16
$451.66
$121.34
$303.35
$47.19
$262.90
$47.19
$755.01

12

0.0223

$3,620.00

$80.90

47
43
38
537

0.0875
0.0801
0.0708
1.0000

$3,620.00
$3,620.00
$3,620.00
$3,620.00

$316.83
$289.87
$256.16
$3,620.07

Q: NEMA asked about billing they haven’t received a bill in 2 years
A: I don’t collect the money it would be done by the treasurer.
*When we bought insurance for all the area’s it was passed that it wouldn’t be a regional expense and
that the bill would be portioned out to all the area’s.

*mentioned that the insurance sub-committee should take responsibility not the treasurer

POLICY-no report

LITERATURE-Has had 2 workshops one on MV and another at the eggs and legs group, they have been
collecting the data and sending it in.
Next Sunday going out to SEMA to facilitate a traditions workshop

Nov. 2014 traditions 2-7 will be completed/ no longer accepting input
March 2015 traditions 8-12 will be completed/ no longer accepting input
Please contact Kevin if you would like a workshop

PR/PHONE LINE-Opened meeting with the we version of the serenity prayer. There were 6 addicts in
attendance. We started a contact sheet to be distributed to all members. Chair report-the phone line

with the help of Dave; current chair and former update coordinator; is in the process of being current.
Chris our treasurer was not present, so we have no finance report for the phone line. All urgent call
boxes are working, we now have an option for call back volunteers to receive text message instead of
phone calls. 4 volunteers have chosen this option. It is also the desire of the chair to receive area
information on whether or not the PR position is filled and who to contact matters if discussion.
Welcomed Sarah as training coordinator for PR. We decided to request a space from hosting area at the
next regional meeting on Saturday to hold a training for PR chairs and subcommittee members; we only
have 2 members trained at this moment. It is suggested that those interested members read planning
basics section in the PR handbook before attending the training. This is my first report as chair, future
reports will be more detailed. There are money matters that were voted on.

Q: Are there checks and balances on the phone lines account?
A: No, not to the best of anyone’s knowledge

WEBSITEQ: Concern from groups that RMD’s printed off website are incorrect a meeting was removed that still
exists
A: We will fix that

*2 motions one for website contract and 2nd for updates needed
One is to get everything updated, the second is for money to enter into a maintenance contract that will
last a year 50% is due upfront.
There is a section for area info on the website or a link to that area’s website, looking into how far we
can take that based on website capacity size. *ref SSA as a sample

Q: What about NERC 16 online registration?
A: Whatever you build as a convention committee the website will post a link to it, the convention
committee has done this on their own in the past.

RD/RDA-

Q: Did RDA resign?
A: Yes

Upcoming Western Service Learning Day in Cali, should just the RD go or should the motion still be filled
out for 2 members?
Suggested that a previous RD only served a single term, maybe he would serve and attend with the RD

If Bill is not willing suggested that that H&I or PR chair might attend, there is a substantial amount of
information for those subcommittees.

RD feels strongly that a second person is needed at this learning day due to the abundant amount of
information being given out.

Treasurer interested in going
Bill H. willing to attend
PR chair willing and able to go

Q: Anyone opposed to the PR chair going?
A: No

CONVENTION-Hello everybody we had our meeting yesterday even though something bad happened
the committee has excitement. Recovery teaches us to look for the solution in problems. This is my 14th
convention I am working on, this is just another challenge. Time and time again I have seen a group of
addicts come together in a crisis rise up with spiritual principals, believe that a loving God shows up and
the convention is a spiritual and financial success. We are putting in motion for $1,000.00, we can pull
this off with that. The committee is so upbeat to get the job done. We are focusing on the prize instead
of complaining about what happened. Gossiping is poisoning in life and the committee is not doing that
and everybody else should not be doing that; it will hurt this convention, the theft is just a setback, it’s
just a chance to rise above adversity. I see God working in this just like the flashlights in the registration
packages at our last convention. When the contract was signed there was no food and beverage bill.
That is always $10,000.00- $12,000.00 bill we have to sell food. That is always a major panic with the
committee to come up with that money. We have to sell 368 room nights to fulfill our obligation with
the hotel. So spreading gossip about the theft will not be living in the solution. Even though everybody
here is not on the convention committee you really are part of the process. I love the attitude of the

committee to get the job done, I hope you do too. Our balance is $282.87; our next meeting is
September 13, 2014 in Brockton at 142 Crescent St. at 12noon.

ILS, Dave A.

Q: What was the discussion around what happened, what were the pros and cons of still having
convention? How did this happen?
A: The committee has had conversation and we need to hold each other more accountable. The
committee let it slide when individual would not come to committee meeting and not give a report.

Q: Who opens mail and is it the same person that writes checks?
A: tabled until later

Q: Are there fundraiser events planned?
A: there was a fundraiser for September but it was ruled out of order because there was no money/
previous fundraisers the proceeds were given to the treasurer and are part of the theft.

Q: are subcommittees filled and cohesive?
A: everything is filled and they are moving forward

*cancelation of the convention would incur a $10,000.00 penalty at this point, in November that penalty
goes up to 60%
Coupled with the stolen money we are already in this for over $20,000.00
Q: When talking to hotel about postponing the convention will you also find out about if we can be
released from our obligation due to circumstances

CONVENTION CORPORATION/BOD- New England Convention Corporation

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Report of the President
8/10/14

Greetings NERSC, and good morning.
The New England Regional Convention Corporation Board of Directors met
yesterday here in Westfield; and in emergency session on 7/23/14 in Boston. You
should have received an email regarding the alleged misappropriation of funds by the
former BOD treasurer and the financial crisis that has ensued. I have printed copies of
that statement which detailed the facts as we know them, and I will now present our
response to date.
Please know that I am taking my direction in these matter from World Board Bulletin
#30 : Theft of NA Funds; as well as our Concepts (specifically 3, 4, and 6);
Traditions; Steps; group conscience; personal experience; and to the best of my ability
a conscious contact with a loving, caring, God of my understanding.
7/23/14 Emergency Meeting:
After A Call to Order, moment of silence; serenity prayer; Attendance was taken:
resignations were received from Nick G., and Linda G. This left one at-large, one two
experienced/current convention member BOD positions vacant. Steve C. was
designated by me as interim Clerk at the Secretary of The Commonwealth and will be
elected at next regional meeting. I would like to ask for a full corporation meeting to
fill the open BOD positions and formally elect a Clerk. In October we will need to
elect an assistant Clerk and fill the remaining vacancies.
We discussed the “Theft of NA Funds” Bulletin; The related Concepts; the facts from
the bank and the verbal admission to David A. and Nick G. that Rocco A. had taken
the money and we made two motions:
MOTION: To proceed with pressing criminal charges against the former Treasurer for
stealing over $12,000 in BOD Corp. funds; passed 4-0-3;
&
MOTION 2: To pay $500 deposit to the hotel. Passed: 5-1-1.
We closed with the 3rd step prayer.
8/9/14 Meeting:
After A Call to Order, moment of silence; serenity prayer; and attendance we edited
and approved the minutes of the last meeting. We received a report from the treasurer

and discussed the contact with the Somerville police detective. Myself, Mary Anne
G., David A., and Nick G. were all interviewed. The former
treasurer Rocco A. was brought in for questioning but apparently accorting to the
detective, he left after only a few minutes and reportedly decided to seek his own legal
counsel. We have been offered pro bono legal services by an NA Member should the
need arise.
We discussed the need to research reinstating Directors and Officers insurance – and
had a robust conversation of liability. Bob L. has emailed the contact at our insurance
company to that end.
We discussed the viability of having a convention given the contractual penalties for
cancelling at this point in time. The motions made:
MOTION #1: to accept edited BOD minutes of July 23, 2014. Passed unanimously;
MOTION #2: to recommend to the RCMs to move forward with the convention.
Intent: to not incur the cost of canceling the convention as our contract states. Passed
4-3-0;
MOTION #3: to have the BOD president contact the hotel to explore the possibilities
of postponement of the convention and costs, and if it is at all possible to do. Intent: to
provide more information to the RCM;s. Passed unanimously;
MOTION #4: to reimburse the BOD President $10.00 for the Secretary of State
expense when funds are available. Intent: to be fiscally responsible. Passed
unanimously.
Our next meeting is scheduled for 8/26/14 in Boston, Ma.
We closed with the 3rd step prayer.
Lastly we spoke of the need to quell nattering, stop the spreading of misinformation
and to the best of our ability eliminate gossip. It is vital to remember that not only is it
imperative that the funds are returned, but that there are lives at stake here. The
recovery of the individuals involved, myself included, is on the line. The trust our
groups and members have in our organization is a matter of life or death and that how
we proceed in these matters will set a precedent for years to come for us and NA as a
whole.
In Loving Service,

James P., President
New England Regional Convention, Inc.
352 East 8th Street #1; Boston, MA 02127 617-269-1241 jgpbos@me.com

August 1, 2014

Dear Members of New England Regional Convention Corporation (RCM’s),

It is with a heavy heart that I must inform you that there has been an alleged
misappropriation of funds from our bank accounts. On Saturday, July 19, 2014
when Mary Anne G. (Board of Directors, Treasurer) and David A. (Convention
Committee Chair) went to the Citizen’s Bank to change the signers on the account
to the current up to date officers, it was discovered that our balance was $21.87.
The last report of the balance by the former Treasurer Rocco A. was $5,029.83.

David A. closed the old account and opened a new one. Mary Anne G. has
researched the transactional history of the account, and has reported to an
emergency Board of Directors (BOD) meeting that the balance of the account
should have been $12,832.87. (this includes $11,000.00 in unauthorized
withdrawals, $1,320.00 given to the former Treasurer in cash that was never
deposited, $21.87 balance at account closing, and $491.00 net proceeds from the
Summahtime fundraiser) The former Treasurer Rocco A. was invited to The Board
of Directors’ emergency meeting last Wednesday July 23, 2014 at 7pm but did not
attend. Additionally, the former Treasurer has indicated to me and two other
former BOD members that he did withdraw the funds and that he intends to return
them by this week.

At the emergency Board of Directors (BOD) meeting we voted on two motions,
each of which passed. Motion One was to pay the $500 deposit to the hotel

because this was a PAST DUE bill that was owed from having signed the contract.
Motion Two was to proceed with the filing of criminal charges against the former
Treasurer Rocco A. The BOD also felt that I should inform the Areas of these
events as well as our response prior to the upcoming regional weekend so that a
more robust conversation can occur on August 10, 2014. The BOD will continue to
meet with increased frequency (at least monthly) to deal with this crisis and will be
making regular reports to you as well. We welcome your feedback, questions, and
concerns.

In Loving Service,

James P., President of Board of Directors
New England Regional Convention, Inc.

AREA REPORTS
Boston- RCM REPORT
BOSTON AREA
AUGUST 10, 2014
BASC met on June 22, 2014. Elections were held. Boston Area Chair gave her last report. Chair expressed
that she hopes next Chair will pursue 501 C 3(Boston Area NA as non-profit). Subcommittee reports
were all given. The normal business was suspended for elections.
Previous Convention Committee member said merchandise taxes were paid up front so no tax owed.
Area Inventory Audit continues. End date is in 90 days.
Treasurer recommended Mt. Washington Bank for Boston Area bank account due to lower fees.
All newly elected positions were filled except Vice Chair, Secretary, Asst. Secretary & Literature Chair.
BASC met on July 27, 2014. Three open positions remain open: Secretary, Asst. Secretary & PR
Chairperson.
Upcoming activities committee event called Rep Your Homegroup on Sat., Sept. 13, 2014, from 6pm12am. It is a speaker jam, fish fry & dance. Entry to the event is free. Fish & chips, soda & water will be
sold.

Now that the Boston Area has become prudent, as our kitties are full to their maximum amouts, our
prudent reserve is full. And we have set aside a kitty for legal fees that may arrive in the future. We
discussed the need for creating subcommittee budgets to better control our spending and be
responsible with the current funds. An ADHOC committee was created to seek guidance from other
areas that have done so in the past & begin working with each subcommittee on creating their budgets.
The Boston Area H & I subcommittee is in need of males who have been cleared or have the desire to
undergo the process of being cleared to enter the Suffolk County Jails. We have approx. 7 commitments
and only one panel leader currently. Requirements are a year clean.
There was a healthy discussion in regards to H & I beginning to contact the facilities they currently do
commitments at & asking if they have set funds aside to purchase recovery lit from NAWS. This would
lighten the funds the area would spend on lit. Discussion included mixed views.
Two motions passed to go back to groups:
(1) To allow the BASC Convention Subcommittee to begin work of planning & organizing BACNA 17,
since our kitties are filled, our prudent reserve intact & we are now operating in a financially
prudent manner.
(2) A motion to increase the Activities Committee budget/kitty to $1300. From $1000. due to the
rising costs of halls, dj’s, foor & paper goods.
(3) H & I start taking literature forms into facitlities so that they may purchase NA literature.

Cape Cod-no report

Central Mass-RCM stepped down, new RCM has stepped up

FREE SPIRIT-no report

GREATER PROVIDENCE-has met 2 twice, filled open positions
Treasurer position still open
Greater providence and free spirit are having an H&I learning day August 23
Area is doing well; made a $1,000.00 donation to the RSC

Martha’s Vineyard-no report

Metro West-no report

Nantucket-no report

NEMA-met twice, most positions filled at elections, discussed misappropriated funds
Area is interested in hosting a convention fundraiser during regional weekend if interested. Area is in
support of moving forward with convention

PIONEER VALLEY- Pioneer Valley Area of Narcotics Anonymous
Greetings from the Pioneer Valley!
Our new Executive Board has taken their seats and we are working out the kinks of transitions. At our
last meeting 10 out of 12 Groups were present and more secondary positions had nominations. We sent
budgets to our Groups for approval and will be resetting our Prudent Reserve accordingly. We are
currently operating slightly above our present Prudent Reserve. Things are moving along well.
Our PR Sub-Committee is continuing to grow with vim and vigor. New projects and old are moving
forward. Since we cover both the Pioneer Valley and Western Mass Area's phone calls we are looking for
more phone line volunteers to train to better serve the Newcomer and those reaching out for aid. The
PR Chair and 2 Sub-Committee members attended the Regional Sub-Committee Meeting yesterday.
Our H & I Sub-Committee is having to find a new home as the church they met in is no longer a viable
option. They are filling all commitments but with limited people and more volunteers would be
welcome. No one from Pioneer Valley was in attendance at the Regional Sub-Committee Meeting
yesterday. All though there appeared to be no meeting for anyone to attend. The H & I Chair from
Western Mass was in attendance yesterday, and an H & I Chair from somewhere near Boston was here
but attended the BOD Meeting. It would be wonderful if an H & I Learning Day/Workshop in our area
could be arranged to re-invigorate things.

In Loving Service,
Ada C.
Pioneer Valley Area RCM

SEMA- Good Morning,

The SEMA ASC has met twice since the last RSC. We have had an average of 17
groups in attendance. Our ASC meeting in June followed our GSU format and our
July meeting followed the LSU format. We are excited to have the literature
committee come down next weekend workshop the tradition working guide project.
We would also like the RD/RDA to come down to workshop their role in our service
structure for our October GSU. Alternate Treasurer, Alternate Secretary, Alternate
RCM, P I Chair, and Activities Chair are the open positions at SEMA . We are
currently operating above prudent reserve.
ILS,
Jay P.

South Shore-no report

Western Mass-no report

AREA CONCERNS/OPEN FORUM
*creating an ad hawk to go through guidelines and procedures of NERCC and recommend changes
Q: Has there been discussion about dissolving Convention Corporation and starting something different

A: nothing official was discussed at the board meeting. Individual members report several conversations
about relationships between BOD and RSC and NA as a whole.

Q:if things come to a lawsuit is the corporation as asset of the RSC and subsequently be sold to another
body?

*Bill H willing to chair an ad hawk committee
Policy chair willing to participate- Jay P. 508-837-4104, Jason.a.pinheiro@gmail.com

Regional chair willing to participate –Dave P 508-713-2473, dphil85@gmail.com

Mary Anne willing to participate -617-835-1756, mags.silentlight@verizon.net

MV area against more conventions until safe guards are in place so this doesn’t happen again
Concerns with who is opening bank account statements
Concern with phone line chair being treasurer for his own committee account; accounts need to be
centralized
MOTION TO EXTEND OPEN FORUM 5 MINS-PASSED
If in need of RMD’s; suggested to call phone line and put order in through phone line

Request to have previous minutes re-sent from Dan

PR-trying to get equipment back….it is believed that Jaime V. has lap top and John has projector

Free Spirit area is really struggling and looking for help; have many open positions

2nd MOTION TO EXTEND OPEN FORUM-PASSED

Do we need to make motions to audit our accounts, or are we going to just keep talking about it?

In our policy does it state anywhere that we are supposed to place an audit on treasurer or any other
body with bank accounts?
*NO
What are the cons of going forward with the convention?
*368 room nights guaranteed to hotel in contract, if we don’t meet that number we owe the
difference

QUARUM SET- 8 total; 5 majority; 6 for 2/3

OLD BUSINESS
Motion to contract saintly solutions
*amended to improve website; $600.00 with 50% down payment/ penalties section was
removed from contract

FOR: 7

APOSSED: 0

OBSTAIN: 1

OPEN POSITIONS
Assistant Secretary: open; no nominations
Finance Chair: Damon, self-nominated, qualified, revoked nomination due to scheduling conflict
Finance Committee Member at Large: open, no nominations
Activities: open, no nominations
RMS: open, no nominations
RDA: open, no nominations

NEW BUSINESS
Total money motions: $3,562.03

MOTION #1:
Presented by: Website
Seconded by: n/a
To approve annual contract with Saintly Solutions for support and maintenance of nerna.org
website to go into after updates (if approved). Total price $600.00 with 50% deposit. Billing at $50.00
per hour on a monthly basis up to 12 calendar hours per year (1hr per month). Payments due within 10
days after region meets and will include any maintenance related invoice since the last regional
meeting. Website invoices associated with this contract will be considered customary expense no to
exceed the stated terms or duration of the contract and must be submitted with an invoice for payment.

Intent: maintain website on an ongoing basis/ check for $300.00 to Saintly Solutions, 8 Walter Terrace
#2 Somerville Ma 02145

*passed in old business

MOTION #2:

Presented by: Website Committee
Seconded by: n/a
To pay Saintly Solutions $125.00 now with an agreement to pay the balance which is estimated
at $125.00 which will be due after completion of the work and no later than 10 days after the regional
meeting following receipt of the invoice, estimate #59 included

Intent: The website has not had professional updates to security, code and drupal software for 6
months. To bring website current

In favor: unanimous

MOTION #3:
Present by: Convention Committee

Seconded by:
To ask for $1,000.00 for the convention
*friendly amendment to set aside $2,000.00 for the convention committee to be voted on at the
October RSC pending information BOD/convention committee

Intent: to be fully self-supporting and to take care of financial needs of this region

IN FAVOR: 6

OPPOSED: 1

ABSTAINED: 1

MOTION #4

Presented by: Public Relations
Seconded by:
Request 1300 RMD’s for a total of $130.00

INTENT: To fulfill our primary purpose
IN FAVOR: unanimous

MOTION #5

Presented by: Public relations
Seconded by:
Literature for NEADCP, total cost $53.60

Intent: fulfill our primary purpose

IN FAVOR: unanimous

MOTION #6

Presented by: Public Relations
Seconded by:
Literature for Cape Cod Symposium, total cost $193.43

Intent: to fulfill our primary purpose
IN FAVOR: unanimous

MOTION #7

Presented by: Public Relations
Seconded by:

Order new graphics and table cover for PR presentations, total cost $635.00

Intent: to keep PR information current
IN FAVOR: unanimous

MOTION #8

Presented by: Public Relations
Seconded by:

Rental fee for $1,000.00 for two day attendance at New England Association of Drug Court
professionals.

Intent: A requested attendance
INFAVOR: 6

OPPEDOSED: 0

ABSTAINED: 1

MOTION #9

Presented by: RD
SECONDED by:

To make 2 checks for $153.055 and $1306.73 from RD/RDA set aside
Registration $50.00 (25.00x2)
Hotel $226.91 (99+14.55)x2
Flight $776.40 (388.20x2)
Shuttle $80.00 (20x4)
Mileage $14.8x.21=$3.55 +97.6x.24=$23.42
TOTAL $1,460.28

Intent: to allow RD and PR chair to serve the region by attending WSLD 28
INFAVOR: unanimous

MOTION #10

Presented by: Finance committee
Seconded by:

To research 3 bids for a new finance laptop battery and purchase the cheapest for the region

Intent: to maintain the equipment for the region
IN FAVOR: unanimous

*I have included in the minutes all the information I have received, if you need something or your report
added please e-mail it to me and I will send it out to everyone! Also I will e-mail everyone as soon as I
get information and an address for where October’s region will take place.
ILS Rachel M

